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Criteri di ricerca nel titolo:
[(MRI) or (Magnetic Resonance)] and (Breast) and (neoadjuvant)



1996



PRIMI ANNI 2000:

RM dinamica (con mdc):
-più accurata di mx
-più accurata di eco
-valutazione precoce in corso di trattamento



1) MRI does not have a role in the assessment of treatment options in patients with inoperable 
breast cancer at presentation.

2) Pretreatment breast MRI should be performed in patients with large potentially operable 
breast cancer before the first course of NAC , at the condition that performing MRI does 
not significantly postpone NAC initiation

3) Post-NAC breast MRI should preferably be performed 2 weeks after the last NAC cycle 
and within 2 weeks before surgery ; treatment delay due to preoperative MRI should not be 
larger than 1 month

4) Variations between pre- and post-NAC should be based on concomitant evaluation of both 
pre- and post-NAC MRI examinations; even very low enhancement located at the 
primary tumour site should be considered as a sign for residual disease.

5) Measurement of residual disease after NAC should be performed according to RECIST or 
WHO criteria; multifocal or multicentric disease should be evaluated by summing the largest 
diameter of the visible tumours.

6) Caution in interpreting MRI is recommended when patients are treated with taxane or 
bevacizumab containing regimens.

7) Presurgical issues such as verification of multifocal or multicentric disease should be 
handled as explained in the paragraph on preoperative MRI; the ultimate surgical decision 
should be based on the relative volume of residual tumour compared to that of the affected 
breast and decided by a multidisciplinary team.

8) In poor responders to NAC, MRI generally confirms the results of clinical and conventional 
imaging evaluations and may, therefore, not be mandatory.

Recommendations (EuSoMa 2010)





L’imaging in diffusione può evidenziare le modifiche sia in termini di 
dimensioni che in valore di ADC



J Natl Cancer Inst. 2013 Mar 6;105(5):321-33. doi: 10.1093/jnci/djs528. Epub 2013 Jan 7.

Meta-analysis of magnetic resonance imaging in detecting residual breast cancer after neoadjuvant therapy.

Marinovich ML, Houssami N, Macaskill P, Sardanelli F, Irwig L, Mamounas EP, von Minckwitz G, Brennan ME, Ciatto S.

CONCLUSIONS: 

MRI accurately detects residual tumor after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Accuracy was lower when pCR was more rigorously defined, 
and specificity was lower when test negativity thresholds were more stringent; these definitions require standardization. MRI is more 
accurate than mammography; however, studies comparing MRI and ultrasound are required.





Risposta patologica non completa: accuratezza dell’imaging



Risposta patologica completa: accuratezza dell’imaging



Capacità della RM di predire la risposta patologica completa:
Più alta nei tumori Tripli Negativi





Nei tumori tripli negativi un valore più elevato di ADC 
pretrattamento correla con una peggiore risposta alla NACT



La riduzione del BPE correla con la risposta alla NACT e può 
essere un indice predittivo di risposta a metà trattamento
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